GENETHREAD COLLECTION ALL MADE IN JAPAN

(Tax exclusion)

G-WARMER

Magical Two Way Mask

(The visible eye warmer)
￥６，８００

（faceline＆eyewarmer）

SIZE：FREE
:JUNIOR

SIZE：FREE
COL：BLK / GRY/ BLU

[Patented product] I warm up while watching it uses carbon material.
It is effective for dry eyes, asthenopia, measures against dark circles.
Pinhole effect seen through the mesh is clear visibility. He acquired a
patent in 2017 with its own developed three-dimensional structure.
With rubber adjustment function.

Raise the face line and the lymph under the chin while warming
up The beautiful face roller Rather's hands free warmer. As an
eye warmer, the light from the nose's clearance is hard to enter
special structure. It is quite effective even for a short time as
eye care, a convenient mask that you can use with 2 way.

Magical Gloves
2 sheets ￥３，９００

Magical Protection Mask
￥４，２００
Antimicrobial processing

￥３，７００

Ｓ（14-16cm）Ｍ（15-17cm）
Ｌ（16-18cm）Ｏ（17-19cm）

SIZE：FREE
COL：BLK / GRY / BLU
"Kuenza" which suppresses specific virus reduction and growth of
specific bacteria is processed into the main body gray fabric. Block
pollen with internal charcoal fiber. You can breathe clean with
moisturizing and deodorizing charcoal, so it is easy to wash with
eco because it is cloth made. With nose wire. It is hard to hurt my
ears with the same cloth specification, with length adjustment.

A fingerless handwarmer that can use your fingers freely. By warming
the back of your hand it will be transmitted to your fingers well.
Because I am using net material, it remains as a feeling of bare hands.
It can be used without discomfort in gloves and gloves because it is
thin. It is a commodity of almighty to leisure to sports to work.

Magical Brushstroke
￥５，８００

Magical calf supporter

SIZE：S / M /L
COL：BLK / GRY

SIZE： Ｍ／ Ｌ
COL：BLK / GRY

The carbon material coming in the center of the main body gently
stomp from the top. It became a very popular item at a certain
cosmetic manufacturer, and the total of the series exceeded 20,000. It
is stretchy and thin and bulky. In addition, it can be used as a back
pain prevention by returning back and forth. The embroidery of the
leaf pattern in the middle is an original design that looks fashionable.

Do not tighten at all. Painless. It is not hard. It became popular
because it was effective on swelling and tiredness of the legs of
the same day, and many professional sports players and
models loyalists. Thinness and softness that can be used even
at sleep are hit products that can also be used for measures
against economy syndrome.

Magical waist temperature spats

Relax yoga pants

2 sheets￥６，８００

￥７，５００

￥７，８００
SIZE：S / M / L

SIZE：M/ L COL：BLK
Carbon material in the waist part is gently. 8 minute - length spats with smooth turning
while preventing back pain. Because it is a
high-quality rayon blend with good
stretchability and good texture, you can use it
in various scenes for sports in everyday wear.

COL：BLK
Yoga pants that made use of the
sewing technique of dance wear.
Silhouette thinking about the relaxation
around the hip and the ease of
movement around which the gather
entered the entire waist. Even with the
touch I feel luxury.

Magical knee pad
1 sheets￥４，２００
SIZE：S / M / L

Magical Neck Healer
1sheets￥３，２００

Magical Wristband

COL：BLK

1 sheets￥１，９００

It reduces pain from cold by warming the knee's pain. Using a thin,
soft stretchy bare top material. There is no sense of incongruity
since it will not tighten, there is no problem even if you wear
everyday. A special three-dimensional structure prevents slippage,
and the carbon material on the knee warms up smoothly.

Goods using special adhesive fiber magic cloth, where fabrics
stick together without velcro straps. The carbon material is freely
wound around the point where the heat escapes, such as the neck,
wrist, ankle, and measures to keep the heat. It is a revolutionary
product that is easy to use and does not feel uncomfortable as the
whole fiber is soft.

Magical foot cap
2 sheets ￥３，９００

Magical bed sheet
￥４０，０００

SIZE：Ｓ（22cm~24cm）
Ｍ（24cm~26cm）

SIZE：SINGLE（200cm×100cm）
COL：BLK
100% charcoal bed sheets of specialty fibers which are also used
for general medical equipment. Short pile material that also
combines characteristics such as deodorant, deodorant and mite
specific to charcoal, which is nice. There is no piping around the
piping edge, with rubber for fixing the mattress at the bottom four
corners. It is a convenient seat which can be folded and carried.

As measures against cold feet, you can wear bare feet or even
from the top of the socks, and warmly warm at the spot. With a
structure hard to escape with net material, you can use sneakers ·
heels, without any discomfort even in boots. It is also ideal for
deodorant effect, it can be used regardless of gender.
【製造販売元】
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